
Report for City of Ypsilanti
Community Trees Survey

Completion Rate: 91.3%

 Complete 146

 Partial 14

Totals: 160

Response Counts
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1. Pick the options that best describe your situation (may pick multiple if
all within the City):
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Property
Owner/Homeowner

Landlord Renter Commercial/Business
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Value  Percent Responses

Property Owner/Homeowner 85.7% 132

Landlord 2.6% 4

Renter 14.3% 22

Commercial/Business 3.2% 5

2



 
Very
Important Important Unimportant

Very
Unimportant Responses

Provide shade and
cool their
surroundings
Count
Row %

123
82.0%

25
16.7%

1
0.7%

1
0.7%

150

Lower energy use
and bills
Count
Row %

106
70.2%

42
27.8%

1
0.7%

2
1.3%

151

Protect water
quality and reduce
stormwater runoff
and flooding
Count
Row %

126
85.1%

20
13.5%

0
0.0%

2
1.4%

148

Clean the air
(remove pollutants,
produce oxygen)
Count
Row %

134
88.7%

16
10.6%

0
0.0%

1
0.7%

151

Reduce soil loss
from wind and
stabilize hillsides
and shorelines
Count
Row %

118
78.7%

29
19.3%

2
1.3%

1
0.7%

150

Increase property
values
Count
Row %

80
53.3%

42
28.0%

18
12.0%

10
6.7%

150

Reduce noise
pollution and/or
provide privacy
Count
Row %

105
70.0%

36
24.0%

6
4.0%

3
2.0%

150

2. Community trees are ALL the trees in your city – on public land (parks,
along streets) and private land (homes).  How important to you are the
services that trees provide?
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Provide wildlife
habitat
Count
Row %

127
84.7%

20
13.3%

2
1.3%

1
0.7%

150

Create safer
neighborhoods and
business districts
Count
Row %

89
58.9%

50
33.1%

10
6.6%

2
1.3%

151

Create relaxing and
enjoyable outdoor
areas
Count
Row %

120
80.0%

27
18.0%

2
1.3%

1
0.7%

150

Capture CO2, a
greenhouse gas
contributing to
climate change
Count
Row %

129
86.0%

18
12.0%

2
1.3%

1
0.7%

150

Define the
character of the
City
Count
Row %

100
66.2%

37
24.5%

12
7.9%

2
1.3%

151

Totals
Total Responses 151

 
Very
Important Important Unimportant

Very
Unimportant Responses
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ResponseID Response

16 use and preserve native trees

20 Kindling and fuel for backyard campfires.

27 One that I can think of

29 I also appreciate the aesthetic value. Beautiful trees to admire in parks or
cemeteries, the "tunneling" effect that's street trees provide on a given
street.

32 I also appreciate the aesthetic value - such as a beautiful tree in a park,
cemetery or yard. Or the tunneling effect from mature street trees on both
sides of the street ...

36 Slows down speeding cars

50 For kids to climb! :-)

59 Planning when doing planting so that future root development does not
impinge sidewalks etc

62 Beautiful to look at-------

64 There needs to be public financial support for tree maintenance on
residential areas. Leaving sole responsibility to the property owner
discourages maintenance and replacement

3. OPTIONAL: Other services?

trees
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citybeautifulbeauty

aesthetic or property
street
add

climbing

community

connection

effect

environment

important

kids
leaves

love
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natural
nature
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68 The city needs to replant trees that have died in the city owned parking
strips between the road and the sidewalk.

74 That just about covers it! All of those are SO important and I believe there
are only great reasons to plant more native trees around the city, especially
along corridors such as MDOT's Washtenaw Avenue to encourage slower
speeds and more pedestrian activity. More people want to walk in the
shelter of trees - trees even add a sense of safety on higher speed corridors,
knowing they're like fencing. Another great benefit - trees like maples, or
pollinated fruit-bearing species, can encourage community microfarming and
create part of a safety net for everyone in the community.

80 I love trees! God gave us trees to speak to us about his Awesome creation!!!

81 Seed gathering, climbing adventures for kids.

87 Thanks for adding recycling bins on downtown streets Griffin Schultz

95 Uplift my disposition when viewed out my window.

103 Old trees are living connections to past generations--to those who built the
fine houses and commercial structures that we use. They are landmarks.
They bring the sounds of nature--singing birds, chirping squirrels, rustling
leaves--to the hard surfaces of the urban environment. They take our eyes
skyward, reminding us that we are part of a vast diverse planet. Old trees
start out as new trees. We need them all.

107 commentary other plants that go with the trees.

114 They connect us to the natural world.

117 Add beauty in every season

118 Offer beauty and connection to nature in an urban environment.

125 I WISH the trees in my area provided more help than hindrance. I live on a
main city street and the leaves from the maple trees that line the street
shed terribly and clog the storm drains, causing (my section of the street)
severe flooding. I am, year around, raking out the storm drains. If I don't do
it, it doesn't get done and the street is impassable. No exaggeration. I love
the trees here but I wish they were evergreens! If the street cleaners would
come more regularly it would help, too.

126 They are beautiful!

ResponseID Response
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132 Provide a sense of history and rootedness to the community — some trees in
my neighborhood are older than my city. They provide a connection to the
past: some of the trees in Riverside Park were planted by the Olmsted
Brothers when the park was planned…

133 provide beauty

138 To provide shelter/homes for wild animals.

139 Provide natural, aesthetic and spiritual enlivenment and beauty

142 The best climbing structures for little children who need to move and grow.

147 Increase property value

156 Protect property against flood damage (very important)

168 Provide diversity of species

175 Ypsilanti, city of magnificent trees

ResponseID Response
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Very
Often Often Sometimes Rarely Responses

Cracked sidewalks and pavement
Count
Row %

30
20.3%

40
27.0%

50
33.8%

28
18.9%

148

Block light needed for lawn or
garden
Count
Row %

8
5.4%

12
8.1%

56
37.8%

72
48.6%

148

Damage underground pipes and
utilities
Count
Row %

6
4.1%

15
10.1%

53
35.8%

74
50.0%

148

Drop too many leaves and large
fruit/seeds/nuts
Count
Row %

11
7.4%

26
17.6%

42
28.4%

69
46.6%

148

Disrupt power/impact aboveground
powerlines
Count
Row %

8
5.4%

10
6.8%

72
48.6%

58
39.2%

148

Block ability to see road signs or
pedestrians
Count
Row %

5
3.4%

17
11.5%

58
39.2%

68
45.9%

148

Create a safety hazard when
damaged (falling tree limbs)
Count
Row %

7
4.8%

21
14.5%

58
40.0%

59
40.7%

145

Totals
Total Responses 148

4. How often are you affected by the following challenges related to
community trees?
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ResponseID Response

16 coat of periodic maintenance

19 The city replaced the ash tree on our easement with an invasive species of
tree, callery pear. This is terrible for our environment. The city maintains a
nursery which is neglected and may be full of invasive species of trees. The
city requires homeowners to repair their sidewalks according to rigid
specifications. In may areas if this is followed it will kill a tree the city has
planted on the easement by cutting the roots.

27 -

55 City needs to do a better job at pruning dead limbs and replacing removed
street trees

72 Trees are important- The Benefits out weigh anything else

80 All of those items can be eliminated by trimming trees.

81 I'm tall so low branches that hang over property barriers & lines hit me in the
face.

82 people who don't know or ignore tree planting rules by putting too many one
place or putting the wrong type of tree in the wrong place.

100 DTE's tree service has butchered most of the trees in my neighborhood so
badly that they look ridiculous and it's embarrassing when people visit from
out of town because the trees look so bad.

103 These challenges are not about too many trees but about the need for more
resources to care for our trees.

107 poor maintenance because of the tree, (cutting down) and leaving it there
makes a hazard.

114 I'd rather have the trees and live with any problems from them

118 Trees are frequently ruined by thoughtless and overly conservative pruning
by utility companies. I hate when I see the Wright trucks drive up.

125 See aforementioned notes.

133 when planted one foot from house develops roots that, they tell me,
threaten the basement

136 Cost of maintaining large mature trees on private property is expensive

5. OPTIONAL: Other challenges?
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142 Stepping on a black walnut shell! Ouch! ALso bagging allll those leaves

146 Black walnut toxicity

147 Falling on ground

156 tree rot - need trimming/removal (very important)

ResponseID Response
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Very
Useful Useful

Might
Be
Useful

Not
Useful Responses

Free tree planting workshop
Count
Row %

24
18.5%

24
18.5%

66
50.8%

16
12.3%

130

Low or no cost equipment rental for
planting trees
Count
Row %

36
27.5%

44
33.6%

34
26.0%

17
13.0%

131

Onsite help planting trees
Count
Row %

42
32.1%

42
32.1%

33
25.2%

14
10.7%

131

Assistance with tree selection
Count
Row %

54
41.2%

36
27.5%

30
22.9%

11
8.4%

131

Free or reduced cost trees
Count
Row %

84
64.1%

28
21.4%

15
11.5%

4
3.1%

131

Property owner should not be
responsible for sidewalk damage
caused by trees
Count
Row %

79
59.8%

24
18.2%

18
13.6%

11
8.3%

132

Totals
Total Responses 132

6. As a property owner or landlord, what support do you need to plant
trees on your property?
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Very
Useful Useful

Might
Be
Useful

Not
Useful Responses

Low cost or free equipment rental
Count
Row %

43
33.1%

44
33.8%

33
25.4%

10
7.7%

130

List of natural resource professionals
(arborists, foresters, herbicide/pesticide
contractors)
Count
Row %

63
48.5%

39
30.0%

24
18.5%

4
3.1%

130

Educational materials (pruning, invasive
species, pests)
Count
Row %

65
50.0%

44
33.8%

18
13.8%

3
2.3%

130

Cost-share or grants (invasive species,
pest control)
Count
Row %

61
46.9%

41
31.5%

24
18.5%

4
3.1%

130

Workshops (pruning, invasive species,
pest identification)
Count
Row %

46
35.7%

43
33.3%

40
31.0%

0
0.0%

129

Totals
Total Responses 130

7. As a property owner or landlord, what would be useful for
maintaining trees on your property?
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ResponseID Response

27 X

31 Assistance in tree selection and placement most helpful -- similar to the
county drain commission's rain garden consultations.

32 Also would need help in cases of tree removal, including invasive trees. That
would include TA and equipment

74 I would love city assistance in caring for the trees on my property! They add
value (measurable or immeasurable), and I care about keeping them in good
health. I do have a dead tree in my back yard and it has been next to
impossible to schedule a professional to remove it. City assistance would be
great so that I can avoid any damage that may be caused by future falling
branches!

82 tree landscape planner assistance

97 As long as pest & invasive control is organic and natural. Let's NOT cause
more issues with chemicals that harm us and the environment

100 We contacted the city years ago about replacing lost trees on our tree lawn
and got no response. If the city won't replace the trees then homeowners
should be able to do it however they want

103 Our zero-lot line building does not allow us to have trees of our own, so my
answers are not really relevant here. We would participate with tree-
planting projects in public spaces (parking lots, Riverside Park) or with other
nearby property owners.

114 Nice ideas here, thanks!

117 Tool borrowing bank that homeowners can use to trim dead limbs on trees
that sit on the city owned margin of peoples properties. I think home owners
would like to help keep the trees trimmed but might be afraid to since it's on
city property. I have such a tree that's shedding twigs, small and medium
sized limbs... Actually half the tree is dead but my hand saw on a pole isn't
long enough and estimates to get it trimmed run 500-800 bucks.

118 What ground cover can I plant under trees to avoid a mud yard? What are
alternatives to raking and bagging my leaves in fall?

132 City contracts with arborists that would provide residents with reduced
rates.

8. OPTIONAL: Other ideas or specific requests for tools (tree planter,
no-till drill, hand tools)?
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136 Large wood chippers (preferably with delivery and take away!), chainsaws,
anything that helps with the labor of planting.

140 Pest barriers for seedlings. Also, watering bags.

147 We lost 30 trees in 5 years

156 professional advice regarding tree planting; free professional advice (paid
by grant)

174 City must have tree trimming and removal service. Need the trimming and
removal done for us. Too old to do by myself.

ResponseID Response
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Very
Important Important Unimportant

Very
Unimportant Responses

On the property
where I live
Count
Row %

105
71.9%

32
21.9%

7
4.8%

2
1.4%

146

Along the streets
where I walk and
bike
Count
Row %

113
76.9%

30
20.4%

4
2.7%

0
0.0%

147

Along streets
where I drive
Count
Row %

85
63.4%

45
33.6%

4
3.0%

0
0.0%

134

In a park within
walking distance
Count
Row %

120
81.6%

25
17.0%

2
1.4%

0
0.0%

147

In a park within
driving distance
Count
Row %

104
71.2%

39
26.7%

3
2.1%

0
0.0%

146

In business
districts, where I
dine and shop
Count
Row %

76
52.4%

58
40.0%

10
6.9%

1
0.7%

145

Totals
Total Responses 147

9. How important is access to trees?  Would you like to have trees...  
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ResponseID Response

19 schools

21 Everywhere! No more new buildings sucking up land. Get rid of strip malls
and concrete jungles and plant trees everywhere! :)

31 Huron river edges, regardless of whether adjacent property is park or
private. Institutional properties like EMU and St. Joe's campuses, and larger
apartment or commercial properties -- need trees to break up large masses
of building, parking lot, etc.

32 Would love trees in medians for traffic calming as well.

35 In parking lots.

74 Put trees EVERYWHERE! In the past couple years, the city removed a LOT of
trees, brush, saplings, and groundcover from the border-to-border trail
leaving it bare, muddy, and scarred.

75 I think it would be nice to have in areas where there are empty lots. Let's
rezone some of this dead space and turn into green spaces for people and
wildlife.

97 More around industrial areas - to help clean the air.

101 On non-park public properties, like schools, libraries, etc

103 Are rooftop trees an option?

105 Everywhere?

114 The more trees, the better for the neighborhood and planet!

117 Over the past 3 years I've planted 3 new trees in my front yard all are now 7-
11 feet tall. The next generation that lives here will be able to enjoy them.

118 Along the border to border trail.

132 Focus on replacing older Norway maples with native trees and nectar
bearing trees. The project along Cross Street adding little leaf lindens, bald
cypress, Turkish hazelnuts, and summer lilacs was a GREAT one!

133 along highways instead of cutting down trees within 15 feet of the road
because drivers might hit them. I've seen small towns denuded by this
practice.

10. OPTIONAL: Anywhere else?
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136 Along Washtenaw in the commercial districts between Hewitt and golfside.
Decent sidewalks would be great too. I guess I want the whole enchilada.

140 Large scale industrial/business locations - as possible to "naturalize" an
unnatural development. Enhances visual of potentially ugly space.

142 At playgrounds where I bring my son to play. At libraries. At schools, to
make the children & teens feel more beautiful and special and welcomed.

156 to reduce flooding and property damage

ResponseID Response
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11. Do you know how to report a public tree that may pose a safety risk?

30% Yes, go to
cityofypsilanti.com/YpsiConnect
or call 734-483-1421

30% Yes, go to
cityofypsilanti.com/YpsiConnect
or call 734-483-1421

70% No, but now I do!70% No, but now I do!

Value  Percent Responses

Yes, go to cityofypsilanti.com/YpsiConnect or call 734-483-
1421

30.3% 44

No, but now I do! 69.7% 101

  Totals: 145
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12. Did you know that a Street Tree Permit (no fee) is needed to plant a
tree along the street?

19% Yes, and I go to
cityofypsilanti.com/trees or call
734-483-1421

19% Yes, and I go to
cityofypsilanti.com/trees or call
734-483-1421

81% No, but now I do!81% No, but now I do!

Value  Percent Responses

Yes, and I go to cityofypsilanti.com/trees or call 734-483-1421 18.6% 27

No, but now I do! 81.4% 118

  Totals: 145
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13. Did you know that the City of Ypsilanti's Sustainability Commission,
whose mission is "to create a model of sustainability through efforts to
advocate, educate and promote the social, economic and environmental
health of the community now and into the future", has vacant seats
including two youth seats?

8% Yes, and applications are
accepted online or by calling 734-
483-1100

8% Yes, and applications are
accepted online or by calling 734-
483-1100

24% I knew about the
Sustainability Commission, but
not the open seats

24% I knew about the
Sustainability Commission, but
not the open seats

69% No, but now I do!69% No, but now I do!

Value  Percent Responses

Yes, and applications are accepted online or by calling 734-
483-1100

7.6% 9

I knew about the Sustainability Commission, but not the open
seats

23.7% 28

No, but now I do! 68.6% 81

  Totals: 118
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 Willing

Might
Be
Willing

Not
Willing

Not
Applicable
To Me Responses

Water, weed, and mulch public
trees in front of my house
Count
Row %

100
69.4%

30
20.8%

5
3.5%

9
6.3%

144

Help coordinate or attend a tree
planting event (neighborhood,
place of worship, school)
Count
Row %

40
27.8%

71
49.3%

29
20.1%

4
2.8%

144

Support local policy changes to
increase and maintain trees
Count
Row %

99
69.7%

36
25.4%

4
2.8%

3
2.1%

142

Volunteer to plant and maintain
trees on public property
Count
Row %

46
31.9%

64
44.4%

29
20.1%

5
3.5%

144

Support the City dedicating more
funds to trees
Count
Row %

88
61.1%

45
31.3%

7
4.9%

4
2.8%

144

Learn how local laws impact
trees
Count
Row %

88
61.5%

44
30.8%

7
4.9%

4
2.8%

143

Learn how to become involved in
local government, such as the
Sustainability Commission
Count
Row %

24
19.5%

71
57.7%

23
18.7%

5
4.1%

123

Totals
Total Responses 144

14. The City’s trees are valued at about $12.8 million.  To protect them,
what can you contribute?
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ResponseID Response

15 Learn to identify tree diseases and infestations and where to report them
(public or private) so they can be addressed.

16 I note that the city has a sign for a nursery just east of Depot Town. It is
used?

19 The city should follow the sustainability commissions recommendations
instead of doing the opposite.

27 My neighbor Mary Mullalond is already reaching out to people in my circle to
pick a tree for our areas (between sidewalk and street) for planting this
spring. She has been in touch with the city.

32 I would also support funding to DPS for increased maintenance, trimming
and planting of more street and parks trees.

87 I don't know the current budget

101 Spread word of mouth to friends and neighbors about the tree services and
workshops the city provides

107 Enact laws like ann arbor, where if you cut down a tree, the city and property
owner makes a detailed plan to plant new ones. Landlords can cut down
trees and no one knows about it until after the fact.

133 give up my lawn to natural plants, especially those native to southeast
Michigan

147 No mulch - back up in sewer flooded basement!

150 I rent - some don't apply

15. OPTIONAL: Other ways to support trees?
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16. Would you like WCCD to contact you with information on the items
you selected?

43% Yes, by email43% Yes, by email

58% No thanks, I can check your
website (www.washtenawcd.org)
for updates and sign-up for your
monthly e-Newsletter

58% No thanks, I can check your
website (www.washtenawcd.org)
for updates and sign-up for your
monthly e-Newsletter

Value  Percent Responses

Yes, by email 42.5% 62

No thanks, I can check your website (www.washtenawcd.org)
for updates and sign-up for your monthly e-Newsletter

57.5% 84

  Totals: 146
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ResponseID Response

15 My street was rebuilt and widened several years ago. Several mature trees
had to be removed, but some that were preserved were badly damaged
when the elevation of the ground around them changed. They've been sickly
and dropping branches ever since. I've reported a few for removal. Would be
nice if greater care had been taken in the first place, or if they'd simply been
removed.

19 The city is currently in negotioations with a developer on one of the last
remaining high biodiversity wooded areas. I think they should follow the best
practices of the water resources commission on retention basins, and should
do more protect the biodiversity of this area instead of just letting a few
trees stand around the edges.

21 Thank you for asking these questions and doing this work. More trees,
please!

31 City streets need more street trees specifically, especially in lower-income
and higher-rental occupancy neighborhoods. (The city has a forestry
inventory and plan identifying gaps, are we using it?)

32 We have a decent urban forest and would love to see more resources to care
for public trees. Would also like additional outreach and support for low-
income parts of the city and student areas to make sure we here from
everyone in the community.

35 Need more trees along our roadways

17. Any additional suggestions or comments about trees in the City of
Ypsilanti?

trees
city

resourcesstreet

areascommunity

love plantplanted

survey
tree

bradford

care

damaged

important incomeinvasive
native

neighborhoods

nice or
other

pear

problems

property
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50 Thanks for supporting trees in our community!

55 Quit planting Bradford pear cultivars. They are soft wooded and short lived
and their seed are carried into natural areas where they take over native
species

64 Resourcea need to be targeted to underprivileged areas. It's also not enough
to simply plant trees in these areas (though that is important). It's also vital
that residents be provided with resources to ensure the trees are
maintained, otherwise they'll become a liability to residents least able to
cope

66 I would be very interested in efforts to plant trees with edible fruits/nuts
that would be freely available to everyone in our community. I would also be
very interested in efforts to plant blight-free American Chestnuts in the City
of Ypsilanti, when it becomes possible to do so.

75 Some of the trees planted along the street are invasive species (Norway
Maple). It would be nice if we could replace some of these with native or less
harmful species.

77 Money should not only be allocated to plant trees, but also to remove
invasive trees like the Bradford Pear.

82 thanks for survey

87 They look good, I like the circular metal grates around them downtown

97 Go Trees!

100 Respond to tree permit requests

103 It is wonderful to see the resources and support already invested in trees in
Ypsilanti. Thank you for this survey and for all your work!

105 Does DTE have to hack them like that?

107 A lot of the information listed above, limit how much I can complain if there
are two trees problems I can only report one and the city has not honored my
requests because of the number of complaints I notice. The other one is
about permits, I did not know about it but I wish there was an easier way to
remind me.

109 Happy to see this sort of assessment being conducted. Thanks.

111 I wish they hadn't planted silver maples and other fast growing trees so
close to the sidewalk, in fact, please take them off of my property and I will
plant something else that doesn't crack and destroy it.

ResponseID Response
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114 We love that Ypsi is so supportive of our neighborhood trees. Thanks!

117 I've been using Click Fix to report tree problems and it get results.

118 Trees would go a long way to beautify the City.

125 Street cleaning is a must!

132 Some attention to removing Siberian elms along the Huron in Riverside Park
would be appreciated.

133 I like them wherever I find them and hate to hear them being cut down. We
need them in all neighborhoods.

135 Thanks for running survey; trees are extremely important; I think many
homeowners are willing to commit some time and resources to helping - at
least on my street.

142 Thank you for tending to the trees! They are so precious and add so much to
our community.

147 No mulch - trees do not get water - back up in basement

150 Do not spray herbicide on wild berries. I like to pick them for pies.

155 I love trees and have planted many on my property.

156 Would love to see replacement for trees damaged/killed by diseases

170 Thanks!

174 Reported a tree that poses a safety risk several years ago with no response

ResponseID Response
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ResponseID Response

14 Hemphill & Forest

15 Park and E Cross

16 North Mansfield and Sherman

17 Oak River

19 prospect and forest

20 River and Ferrier

21 N and S Congress

24 Cross and Grove

25 Grant and Wallace

26 Kingwood and Cornall

27 Osband and Helen

28 Forest and River

30 Cross & Oakwood

18. Help us may your needs and suggestions by entering the nearest
crossroads:

amp
cornell

roosevelt washtenawcross

mansfield

collegewood

forestoxford

kingwood

oakwoodprospect

river

michigan

wallace

whittier

ave

congress
grant

huron

perrin pearl sherman

st
street
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31 North adams and west forest

32 Forest/Prospect

33 Michigan Avenue x Huron Street

34 cross and river

35 Oak & Prospect

37 Mansfield and Cross

38 Washtenaw & Hewitt

40 Michigan Ave & S. Grove

42 Forest and Adams

45 cross,prospect

46 Bellevue and Collegewood

47 Summit and Congress

49 MICHIGAN & HURON

50 Berkley & Stratford

51 Hiawatha and Cross Street

52 Jeff St. And Desoto

53 Hiawatha and Sherman

54 mansfield and whittier

55 Collegewood and Bellevue

56 Whittier & court land

57 Cross and Wallace

58 North Wallace and Grant street

59 Roosevelt / Mansfield

60 Mansfield and kingwood

ResponseID Response
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61 Cross and Owendale

62 Wallace blvd and owendale

63 Collegewood/Cornell

64 Oakwood and Pearl

65 Grant at Oakwood

66 Owendale and N. Congress

67 Grant and Elm

68 Forest and Prospect

69 Kingwood & Cornell

71 Courtland and Whittier

72 Court land and whittoer

73 hewitt & washtenaw

74 Cornell and Collegewood

75 Kingwood and Cornell

76 Grant and Wallace

77 Cornell and Washtenaw

78 Collegewood & Roosevelt

80 Courtland Street and Washtenaw

81 N. Hamilton & Florence

82 grove and harris

84 Whittier & Mansfield

85 Roosevelt

86 Congress and Normal

87 Perrin and Emmet
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88 Ferris X West Ainsworth

90 Emmet and Perrin

91 Washtenaw and Roosevelt

92 n/a

93 Emmet and Perrin

94 Oakwood & Sherman

95 Cornell

96 Leforge and Huron River Dr

97 Washtenaw / Cornell

98 Cornell ans mansfield

99 Whittier and courtland

100 Mansfield & Whittier

101 Kingwood and cornell

103 Huron and Michigan Avenue

104 Pearl and Mansfield

105 Kingwood and Cornell

106 Sheridan and Summit

107 Washtenaw and Ballard

108 Forest/Prospect

109 Cornell and N. Huron River Dr.

110 Oak and River

111 Sherman street and Wallace blvd

112 Forest & Prospect

113 Wallace and Pearl
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114 roosevelt and Oxford

115 Oxford Road and Kingwood St

117 Oxford Rd. and Roosevelt St.

118 Witmire Kewanee

120 Roosevelt/Mansfield

121 Roosevelt /Oxford

122 Roosevelt and Oxford

123 Prospect and Forest Ave

124 roosevelt and cornell

125 Cornell and Whittier

126 Collegewood and Bellevue

127 Washtenaw Mansfield

128 Oxford Road and Roosevelt

129 Cornell & Kingwood

130 Washtenaw Ave/Collegewood

132 Summit & Grant Streets

133 roosevelt and oxford

134 Roosevelt and Oxford

135 roosevelt and collegewood

136 Collegewood and hillside ct

137 Collegewood snd Kewanee

139 Oxford and Roosevelt

140 Washtenaw and Cornell

141 Michigan Ave and First Ave

ResponseID Response
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142 Mansfield & Owendale

143 Sherman and Oakwood

144 Oakwood and Sheridan

145 W Cross & Hiawatha

146 Perrin /pearl

147 Michigan Ave & Hamlton

151 Collegewood St & Cambridge

152 Marion St & Cross St

153 Ellis & Textile

154 Summit & Congress

155 Oakwood & Elm

156 Congress & Valley

157 Geddes Rd

164 Michigan Ave & Huron Ave

167 Normal & Washtenaw

168 Summit & Pearl

169 River & Maple

171 Oakwood & Cross

172 Washtenaw & Perrin

173 Washtenaw & Perrin

175 Ford & East Clark

ResponseID Response
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19. Help us map your needs and suggestions by selecting your zipcode:

80% 4819780% 48197

20% 4819820% 48198

Value  Percent Responses

48197 79.7% 114

48198 20.3% 29

  Totals: 143
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20. Please select your gender:

57% Female57% Female

34% Male34% Male

3% Non-binary3% Non-binary

4% Prefer not to answer4% Prefer not to answer

1% Other - Write In1% Other - Write In

Value  Percent Responses

Female 56.8% 83

Male 34.2% 50

Non-binary 3.4% 5

Prefer not to answer 4.1% 6

Other - Write In 1.4% 2

  Totals: 146

Other - Write In Count

I find it OFFENSIVE to have all these other categories. When is this going to stop?
Oh I forgot I'm from Planet X and I am a whack.

1

Totals 1
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21. Please select your age bracket:

6% Under 186% Under 18

4% 18-244% 18-24

17% 25-3417% 25-34

18% 35-4418% 35-44

13% 45-5413% 45-54

15% 55-6415% 55-64

28% 65 and up28% 65 and up

Value  Percent Responses

Under 18 6.3% 9

18-24 3.5% 5

25-34 17.4% 25

35-44 18.1% 26

45-54 12.5% 18

55-64 14.6% 21

65 and up 27.8% 40

  Totals: 144
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22. Please select up to two race/ethnicity categories that best describe
you:

Pe
rc

en
t

African
American or
Black (e.g.
Jamaican,

Haitian,
Nigerian,
Ethiopian,

Somalian, etc.)

American
Indian or

Alaska Native
(e.g. Navajo

nation,
Blackfeet tribe,
Nome Eskimo
Community,

etc.)

Asian (e.g.
Chinese,

Filipino, Asian
Indian,

Vietnamese,
Korean,

Japanese, etc.)

Hispanic,
Latino or

Spanish origin
(e.g. Mexican
or Mexican
American,

Puerto Rican,
Colombian,

etc.)

White (e.g.
German, Irish,
English, Italian,
Polish, French,

etc.)

Prefer not to
answer

Other - Write In
(Required)

0

25

50

75

100

Value  Percent Responses

African American or Black (e.g. Jamaican, Haitian, Nigerian,
Ethiopian, Somalian, etc.)

6.2% 9

American Indian or Alaska Native (e.g. Navajo nation,
Blackfeet tribe, Nome Eskimo Community, etc.)

1.4% 2

Asian (e.g. Chinese, Filipino, Asian Indian, Vietnamese, Korean,
Japanese, etc.)

1.4% 2

Hispanic, Latino or Spanish origin (e.g. Mexican or Mexican
American, Puerto Rican, Colombian, etc.)

4.8% 7

White (e.g. German, Irish, English, Italian, Polish, French, etc.) 78.1% 114

Prefer not to answer 9.6% 14

Other - Write In (Required) 2.7% 4
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Other - Write In (Required) Count

American 1

European 1

Jupterian from the planet Jupiter. Why do you eat 1

Ukrainian 1

Totals 4
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	Report for City of Ypsilanti Community Trees Survey
	Response Counts
	1. Pick the options that best describe your situation (may pick multiple if all within the City):
	2. Community trees are ALL the trees in your city – on public land (parks, along streets) and private land (homes).  How important to you are the services that trees provide?
	3. OPTIONAL: Other services?
	4. How often are you affected by the following challenges related to community trees?
	5. OPTIONAL: Other challenges?
	6. As a property owner or landlord, what support do you need to plant trees on your property?
	7. As a property owner or landlord, what would be useful for maintaining trees on your property?
	8. OPTIONAL: Other ideas or specific requests for tools (tree planter, no-till drill, hand tools)?
	9. How important is access to trees?  Would you like to have trees...
	10. OPTIONAL: Anywhere else?
	11. Do you know how to report a public tree that may pose a safety risk?
	12. Did you know that a Street Tree Permit (no fee) is needed to plant a tree along the street?
	13. Did you know that the City of Ypsilanti's Sustainability Commission, whose mission is "to create a model of sustainability through efforts to advocate, educate and promote the social, economic and environmental health of the community now and into the future", has vacant seats including two youth seats?
	14. The City’s trees are valued at about $12.8 million.  To protect them, what can you contribute?
	15. OPTIONAL: Other ways to support trees?
	16. Would you like WCCD to contact you with information on the items you selected?
	17. Any additional suggestions or comments about trees in the City of Ypsilanti?
	18. Help us may your needs and suggestions by entering the nearest crossroads:
	19. Help us map your needs and suggestions by selecting your zipcode:
	20. Please select your gender:
	21. Please select your age bracket:
	22. Please select up to two race/ethnicity categories that best describe you:


